


jurisdiction , LU , 23:7



jurisdiction 1849 # exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 (in the sense of ability); privilege, i.e. (subjectively) force,
capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery (concretely, magistrate, superhuman, potentate, token of 
control), delegated influence: -- authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right, strength.[ql



jurisdiction Interlinear Index Study jurisdiction LUK 023 007 And as soon as he knew 1921 -epiginosko - that he 
belonged 1510 -eimi - unto Herod s 2264 -Herodes - {jurisdiction} 1849 -exousia - , he sent LUK 0375 -
anapempo - him to Herod 2264 -Herodes - , who himself LUK 0846 -autos - also 2532 -kai - was at 1722 -en - 
Jerusalem 2414 -Hierosoluma - at 1722 -en - that time 2250 -hemera - .





KJV Bible Word Studies for JURISDICTION



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

jurisdiction 1849 # exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 (in the sense of ability); privilege, i.e. (subjectively) 
force, capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery (concretely, magistrate, superhuman, 
potentate, token of control), delegated influence: -- authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right, strength. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

jurisdiction 04082 ## m@diynah {med-ee-naw'} ; from 01777 ; properly , a judgeship , i . e . {jurisdiction} ; 
by implication , a district (as ruled by a judge) ; generally , a region : -- (X every) province . 

jurisdiction 04896 ## mishtar {mish-tawr'} ; from 07860 ; {jurisdiction} : -- dominion . 

jurisdiction 1849 - exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 (in the sense of ability); privilege, i.e. (subjectively) 
force, capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery (concretely, magistrate, superhuman, 
potentate, token of control), delegated influence: -- authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right, strength. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1849 + right + power + powers + liberty + he power + not power + the power + own power + and power + 
authority + him power + them power + the powers + and powers + not my power + to the power + 
jurisdiction + and strength + not we power + of the power + we not power + him authority + and authority 
+ and the power + them and power + was with power + unto you power + thou authority + with authority +
and authorities + and their power + For their power + of our authority + us from the power + for with 
authority + and from the power + with him . And power +/ . exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 + May + let 
+ thou mayest + it is lawful + Is it lawful + is not lawful + are not lawful + was not lawful + by Is it lawful + 
it is not lawful + It is not lawful + Is it not lawful + him Is it lawful + things are lawful + thou Is it lawful + 
day it is not lawful + thing ; Is it lawful + unto him Is it lawful + unto them Is it lawful + unto him It is not 
lawful + to them that were with him ; which it is not lawful 18 / (in the sense of ability); privilege, i .e . 
(subjectively) force, capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery (concretely, magistrate, 
superhuman, potentate, token of control), delegated influence: --authority, jurisdiction, liberty, power, 
right, strength . 

1850 + authority + the power + hath not power + for me but I will not be brought + over them ; and they 
that exercise +/ . exousiazo {ex-oo-see-ad'-zo}; from 1849 + right + power + powers + liberty + he power + 
not power + the power + own power + and power + authority + him power + them power + the powers + 
and powers + not my power + to the power + jurisdiction + and strength + not we power + of the power + 
we not power + him authority + and authority + and the power + them and power + was with power + unto 
you power + thou authority + with authority + and authorities + and their power + For their power + of our
authority + us from the power + for with authority + and from the power + with him . And power +/ ; to 
control: --exercise authority upon, bring under the (have) power of . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

jurisdiction 1849 ** exousia ** authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right,strength.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

jurisdiction Luk_23_07 # And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's jurisdiction, he sent him to
Herod, who himself also was at Jerusalem at that time.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

jurisdiction he sent Luk_23_07 # And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's jurisdiction, he 
sent him to Herod, who himself also was at Jerusalem at that time.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

jurisdiction ^ Luk_23_07 / jurisdiction /^he sent him to Herod, who himself also was at Jerusalem at that 
time. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

jurisdiction ......... jurisdiction 1849 -exousia-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

jurisdiction Luk_23_07 And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's {jurisdiction}, he sent him to
Herod, who himself also was at Jerusalem at that time. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

jurisdiction ^ Luk_23_07 And <2532> as soon as he knew <1921> (5631) that <3754> he belonged <2076> 
(5748) unto <1537> Herod's <2264> {jurisdiction} <1849>, he sent <0375> (5656) him <0846> to <4314> 
Herod <2264>, who <5607> <0> himself <0846> also <2532> was <5607> (5752) at <1722> Jerusalem 
<2414> at <1722> that <5025> time <2250>. 
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jurisdiction 1849 ** exousia ** authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right,strength. jurisdiction ......... 
jurisdiction 1849 -exousia-> jurisdiction 1849 # exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 (in the sense of ability); 
privilege, i.e. (subjectively) force, capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery (concretely, 
magistrate, superhuman, potentate, token of control), delegated influence: -- authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, 
power, right, strength.[ql jurisdiction 023 007 Luk /${jurisdiction /he sent him to Herod , who himself also was at 
Jerusalem at that time . jurisdiction , LU , 23:7 jurisdiction 1849 # exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 (in the 
sense of ability); privilege, i.e. (subjectively) force, capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery 
(concretely, magistrate, superhuman, potentate, token of control), delegated influence: -- authority, {jurisdiction}, 
liberty, power, right, strength.[ql jurisdiction Interlinear Index Study jurisdiction LUK 023 007 And as soon as he 
knew 1921 -epiginosko - that he belonged 1510 -eimi - unto Herod s 2264 -Herodes - {jurisdiction} 1849 -exousia
- , he sent LUK 0375 -anapempo - him to Herod 2264 -Herodes - , who himself LUK 0846 -autos - also 2532 -kai 
- was at 1722 -en - Jerusalem 2414 -Hierosoluma - at 1722 -en - that time 2250 -hemera - . jurisdiction And as 
soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's {jurisdiction}, he sent him to Herod, who himself also was at 
Jerusalem at that time. 









jurisdiction 1849 ** exousia ** authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right,strength.





jurisdiction ......... jurisdiction 1849 -exousia->



jurisdiction 1849 # exousia {ex-oo-see'-ah}; from 1832 (in the sense of ability); privilege, i.e. (subjectively) force,
capacity, competency, freedom, or (objectively) mastery (concretely, magistrate, superhuman, potentate, token of 
control), delegated influence: -- authority, {jurisdiction}, liberty, power, right, strength.[ql
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jurisdiction Luk_23_07 /${jurisdiction /he sent him to Herod , who himself also was at Jerusalem at that time .





jurisdiction And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's {jurisdiction}, he sent him to Herod, who 
himself also was at Jerusalem at that time.
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